
FROBISHER II MODEL

QUARTZ SUB-DIAL COMPLICATION 

SWISS-MADE RONDA 6004.D  MOVEMENT

FARER.COM

This is a watch that does not go unnoticed, day or night. 
This upgraded model II features 12 times overprinted mint 
SuperLumi-Nova numerals and batons finely outlined in pure 
white that sit over a rich midnight blue sunray, vintage curved 
dial. When the dial catches the light it reveals a new depth 
to the midnight blue, set-off by the striking burnt orange 
rhodium-plated syringe-style hour/minute hands - infilled 
with mint SuperLumi-Nova to glow in the dark. The fine 
detailing continues around the dial with a matching colour 
date wheel and inset jet black textured sub-dial for seconds 
shown by the pop of primrose yellow line hand.

Designed to be the ultimate classic case for any wrist at 
a size of 39.5mm diameter, 10mm depth and 20mm lugs. 
Crafted out of brushed 316L high grade stainless steel with 
a highly polished back engraved with the Farer compass 
design. The curved dial is covered by a domed, sapphire-
coated glass that gives the watch a beautiful aesthetic, 
especially when viewing at an angle. Our signature solid 
bronze tapered crown completes the case details, embossed 
with the Farer A marque.



SPECIFICATIONS MOVEMENT 

CASE 
39.5mm diameter, 10mm depth

MATERIAL 
316L stainless steel

FINISH 
Brushed case and rim, polished case back

DIAL 
Midnight blue sunray with inset sub-dial, 12 times over 
printed mint Super-LumiNova numerals and batons, 
vintage curved dial, with matching colour date

HANDS 
Burnt orange rhodium-plated hour/minute hands inset 
with mint Super-LumiNova with sub-dial primrose 
yellow second hand

CROWN 
Solid bronze crown featuring inset Farer ‘A’

GLASS 
Domed sapphire-coated scratch resistant  
mineral crystal

STRAP 
Barenia bridle leather, 316L stainless steel  
buckle fastening

LUG 
20mm

WATER RESISTANT 
5ATM

MOVEMENT 
Swiss-made Ronda 6004.D

FUNCTIONS 
3 hands, sub-dial + date

STANDARD BATTERY LIFE 
45 Months
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